
How to Help Someone Wbo is Grieving

1. TALK TO THEM. Often a simple word or a touch on the arm can mean so
much to the person who is grieving. Examples of statements you can say to
a grieving person:

• I am sorry for your loss.
• I cannot imagine how you feel.
• I don't know what to say.
• "I remember a story you told me about (the

deceased)." A simple, happy memory is often helpful.

--2. LISTEN. -Don't try to "'fix" the person; simpiy listen with compassion to
what (s)he is saying.

If a person seems embarrassed or appears to be choking back tears, it
may be helpfui to mention that crying provides healthy relief.
Attempting to distract the bereaved from his/her grief through forced
cheerfulness shows little or no understanding of what (s)he is going
through. .

3. REACH OUT; OFFER TO HELP. Do not say "Call me if I can do
anything." The bereaved do not have the energy to initiate contact. Be
specific in what you would like to do: "Can I arrange a ride for you to attend
the grief support group?" "Let me arrange for Meals-on-Wheels for you."
Don't let a refusal for help stop you from offering again; it just may be a
reflection of the bereaved's emotional state.

4. DON'T ISOLATE THE PERSON. Encourage participation in activities, but
do not force. Let them know it is okay if they just want to sit with the group,
but not take part. Give permission to talk or not talk about their loss.

5. PAY ATTENTION. The symptoms of normal grief can give you clues
about how the person ls doing. If you notice that the person appears to be
-having an especially difficult time, they may need grief counseling. Signs to
look for include:

• Increased absenteeism
• Patterns of sleeplessness/increased sleep
• Lack of appetite for prolonged periods of time
• Changes in personal habits, including hygiene
• Major changes in personality
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Helping Others to Help You (Or, "If There's Anything I Can Do ... ")

Often people shy away from grieving people, not lmowing how to help or what to say. They are so afraid of
saying or doing the wrong thing that they end up avoiding the very person who needs care, attention, and the
presence of others.

So what can you do to help me?

'If Be present. Just be there. Simply sit with me. Don't be afraid oflong periods of silence. You don't
have to say anything profound or do anything earthshaking. Your greatest help is your quiet
presence and simplest deeds.

'If Listen. Be patient with me. I need to tell my story over and over in order to process my grief. I may
say outrageous things. Don't judge me.

'If Accept my feelings. NothiQK helps me more than being allowedJo e~press my feelings and pel1t-up
emotions. Accept the sadness, tears, fear, anger, guilt; whatever I am experiencing at the moment.
You do not have to fix this for me, or make me feel better. Just say, "It's ok to feel that way."

'If Don't say, "I know just how you feel," (you don't.) Instead, say "I'm so sorry," or "It mLlst be so
difficult - I can't imagine."

'If Be careful of cliches, religious platitudes or easy answers. Do not say "It was God's will." Avoid
giving advice. Don't say "You should ... " to me.

V Call often. Do not expect me to call you. I don't have the energy or the foresight. It's easier to shut
myself in, alone.

'If Offer to help in specific ways. Instead of saying "Ifthere's anything I can do, let me know," offer to
shop for groceries, or do my laundry, or run errands. Say "Can I pick up the children at 3:00, treat
them to pizza and drop them off at 7:307" I am unable to think clearly enough to teU you how you
can help. You need to offer to do a specific, concrete task, and tell me when you can do it.

." Please mention the person who died. Don't avoid their name. I need permission to talk about my
loved one, and to remember the things I loved about them. If I begin to cry, you have not upset me.
You have simply enabled me to be a bit more open in your presence.

- -. ',~ -v Help me find humorotls-diversion.-Laughteris good medicine. But do not be insulted if-hurn down
your invitations. Grief is exhausting work, and I may not be ready.

'If Don't pity me.

'If Don't set limits on my grief. "Get over it" is not helpful to me. Healing takes time.

'If Please don't tell me how I will "grow" from this experience. Would you choose this kind of
growth?

'If Be there after the first wave is over. Make the effort to call or come by in six months or a year. The
first holidays may be difficult for me. Offer your help.

You may get frustrated with me or uneasy around me. But I need the caring and patient support of people like
you. You can help me get my life back together. Thank you for being here for me.
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THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
By Terry Kettering

There's an elephant in the room.
t I" '.1 ti:;

It is tafae ana squanlnG,~ ~ ~-

so it is hard to get around it.

Yet we squeeze by with,
"Ho\!\' are \lou?l) and. 'Tm fine.",J , ,

and a thousand other forms of trivial chatter

We talk about the weather;
we talk about \Nork;

we talk about everything els8=
except the elephant in the room.

There's an e!eohant in the roorn.,
We aUknow it is there,

as \A/e talk together.

fOf, you see, it is a very big elephant
It has hurt us all, but we do not talk about
- - - -- - ----

i-h-. e'e.....h. A· i- +'hr. ............,........Lilt;; ! f.J!!an!.!lI~It:;;!UUlil.

Oh; please, say her name,
~_~! _ Ur="l ._i " - ~un, please, say DarDara agaIn.

Oh, please, lers talk about
the elephant in the room.

For jf we talk about her death,
oerhaos ''lVecan talk about her life,
;: ..

Can I say, :iBarbarall to you
and not have you look away?

t:'A- if ! """"nnott vI ia i~dllil' 1

then yOU are leavlna me alone
", ~

in a room-with an elephant.
-- - ---



Understanding Grief

• Our society is generally not tolerant of grief. Mourners are expected to recover quickly.
Be gentle with yourself and give yourself permission to feel whatever you're feeling.

• You may experience a wide range offeelings and mood swings, from mild to intense.
The feelings come in "waves." This is normal. You are not going crazy or "losing it."

• In the first days you may have an "out of body" feeling. You may be unable to
concentrate and function on "autopilot." This is normal and will pass.

• Try not to compare your feelings & reactions to what others are feeling. Each of us is
personal & unique. There is no right or wrong way to grieve.

• Tears are healthy. Do not apologize for tears.

• Your appetite will probably be affected, as will sleeping and your energy level. Be
aware of this and drink plenty of water, eat right and get your sleep. Be patient with
yourself.

• Alcohol and sedatives numb the pain but slow the bereavement process. Be cautious.

• Grief makes some people uncomfortable. They don't know what to say to you and may
avoid you. Seek out people who will listen and are ok with your emotions.

• People may say "you should," or "ought to." Don't listen. There are no shoulds in grief.

• Put off making major decisions for at least a year.

• Keep your loved one's clothes and possessions. Don't feel pressured into giving them
away until you are ready. You may want to keep some forever.

• It is normal to wish that you could die too. No one enjoys pain. However, if you find
yourself making a plan, talk to a medical professional.

• Anger is not bad. Taking it out on the dog or your family is. Find healthy 'vvaysto
express it (beat a pillow, etc.)

• You may be angry toward God. That's ok. God can take it. Talk with a spiritual
provider if you are feeling stuck.

• Include your children in your grief. You cannot shelter children from the pain.
Witnessing and sharing in some of your grief lets them know that it's ok for them to
feel that way too.

• Plan ahead for holidays and special times. Lower your expectations. Take time for
your needs.

• Know that you are not alone. Try a support group. Here you will find understanding
and acceptance.



Grief is an intense and complex journey for most of us. We cannot complete this journey overnight, as much as
we'd like to. To successfully move through our grief, we need to take an active role in our own healing process.
It helps to understand how human beings respond to loss, for most of us have questions about whether our
feelings and reactions are normal. Let us look at the journey through grief. Each part of the journey requires
something of us.

We react to our loss with shock, numbness, and disbelief.
When we experience a trauma, one of our first reactions is to shut down, or go numb. This cushions us from
overwhelming feelings during our early grief. We may feel as ifwe are on automatic pilot during the first weeks.
Even an expected death is a shock. We just can't know how a particular loss is going to feel until the loss
actually occurs. Part of us may feel that the loss is unreal, a nightmare, or a terrible mistake. How long it takes
each of us to come out of our numbness depends on the individual circumstances surrounding each loss.

We begin the difficult journey of understanding that our loss is real.
As the numbness wears off, we begin to realize what the loss is going to mean to us. This explains why many
bereaved persons feel worse after a few months have gone by. The reality of this loss starts to sink in. Part of
us may still be looking for our deceased loved one to come back into our life again. We begin some of our
hardest grieving at a point when the support we got immediately after the death has tapered off.

We allow ourselves to experience the pain of our grief in all of its forms.
There are no shortcuts through the pain of loss. We can "stuff down" feelings and de!c:iYgrieving, but the grief
will not diminish until we burn through it by experiencing it fully. In a culture where we often equate pain with
weakness, it is important to give ourselves permission to allow our pain its natural course. Below are some
common emotions and behaviors that make up the pain of grief.

Typical Internal Reactions to Grief

Sadness
Sleep disturbances
Disorientation
Changes in appetite
Panicky thoughts

Inability to concentrate
Loss of interest in life
Extreme loneliness
Feeling abandoned
Questioning belief system

Anger
Relief
Helplessness
Depression
Emptiness

Guilt
Irritability
Indecisiveness
Vulnerability
Fear / Anxiety

Pain is also expressed through our physical bodies. It is common to have strong physical reactions to grief. It is
always a sound idea to get a physical exam to assess the physical impact of the stress you have been put
under and to relieve fears about your own health.

We identify how our environment has changed and begin to develop new roles, routines, and skills in
response to the changes.
Losses tear apart the fabric of the routines around which our life is structured. They rob us of our comfortable
roles. Any changes, especially involuntary ones, disrupt the flow of our lives. Our responsibilities may seem to
have doubled overnight. Grieving the loss of our routines is an essential part of healing. It is helpful to be
patient with ourselves as we establish new roles and routines and tak~ on additional responsibilities. We are
often forced to forge a new identity as part of our recovery. We learn what we must do to survive in our
changed world.

We eventually come to a point where we choose to say "Yes" to life again.
Grieving is terribiy hard, exhausting work and initially demands much of our energy. When enough healing has
occurred, we no longer focus as much of our energy on our loss. At this point, we find renewed energy to --
invest in the life ahead of us. We come to understand that it is possible for us to achieve a full and happy life
again, though it wiH'be different from our life before our loss.



The Physical Side of Grief

Grief is an emotionally intense journey, and it is also a very physical experience for most
grieving persons. Even when the death is expected, grief may strike with the force of a
physical blow leaving us shaker: emotionally and physically. Many caregivers pushed
themselves physically and now are feeling the effects of that. Even with the best of help,
most caregivers lost sleep, ate erratically, and did more heavy lifting than usual.
Caregivers may have skipped routine health checks, screenings, and follow-up visits for
existing health problems of their own. Many caregivers admit afterward that they just do
not know how they did it - that they were running on sheer willpower or adrenaline. They
find that they didn't realize how deeply fatigued they were until after the end of their
loved one's illness.

Don't expect fatigue to disappear overnight. Sleep problems are common during
bereavement and may complicate attempts to catch up on rest.

Most of us have areas of our bodies that "act up" under stress. Some get headaches or
stomachaches; others have muscle pains or intestinal problems. During bereavement,
these vulnerab!e areas are likely to reflect stress levels, and grieving persons may
develop other physical discomforts.

Typical Physical Reactions to Grief

Headaches
Dizziness
Fatigue
Nausea
Dry mouth
Stomachaches

Shortness of breath
Intestinal problems
Heaviness in the chest
Changes in appetite
More accident prone
Weakness in the muscles

Weakened immune system
Tightness in the throat
Skin problems
Changes in sleep patterns
Ho"owness in stomach
Over sensitive to stimuli

Increased concern about individual health and the health of other family members is
normal. Losing someone close brings up feelings of physical vulnerability. There may be
a period when grieving persons worry excessively about every iittle bump or cough. A
physical exam to assess the physical impact of stress and to relieve fears is always a
sound idea.

When the loss occurs through an accident or violent act, there may be increased
concerns about safety. The individual may perceive the world as a dangerous place and
will worry when a family member is out of sight or late returning home. The sound of a
siren may cause feelings of panic.

Because survivors are often fatigued and distracted during bereavement, they tend to be
slightly more accident prone and need to be particularly careful to pay attention when
driving or performing other tasks that require complete concentration.

Survivors may need to remind themselves to take time for self care. Many caregivers
have made someone else top priority for so long that they automatically put their own
needs on the back burner. It's time to re-focus and ask, "What is my body telling me
about its needs for food, rest, and exercise?"



Timetables for Grief

One of the most frequently asked questions is "How long will these feelings last?" The
following guidelines are general descriptions and may vary widely from one individual to
another.

Month One: In the first month, grieving persons may be so busy with funeral
arrangements, visitors, paperNork, and other immediate tasks that they have little time to
begin the grieving process. They may also be numb and feel that the loss is unreal. This
shock can last beyond the first month if the death was sudden, violent, or particularly
untimely.

Month Three: The three month point is a particularly challenging time for many grieving
persons. Visitors have gone home, cards and calls have pretty much stopped coming in,
and most of the numbness has worn off. Well meaning family and ·friends who do not
understand the grief process may pressure the grieving person to get back to normal.
The grieving person is just beginning the very painful task of understanding what this
loss really means.

Months Four through Twelve: The grieving person continues to work through the
many tasks of learning to live with the loss. There begin to be more good days than bad
days. Difficult periods will crop up sometimes with no obvious trigger, even late into the
last half of the first year. It is important that the grieving person understands that these
difficult periods are normal and not a setback or a sign of lack of progress.

Significant Anniversaries: During the first year, personal and public holidays present
additional challenges. Birthdays (of the deceased and other family members), wedding
anniversaries, and family and school reunions can be difficult periods. Medical
anniversaries, such as the day of the diagnosis, the day someone was hospitalized or
came home from the hospital can also bring up memories. The grieving person may not
be consciously keeping track of these dates but may still be affected by them.

The One-Year Anniversary of the Death: Reactions to the anniversary of the death
may begin days or weeks before the actual date. Many people describe reliving those
last difficult days. Even individuals who have been doing very well toward the end of the
first year may be surprised at how intensely the one-year anniversary affects them.
People generally welcome additional acknowledgement or support during anniversaries.

The Second Year: Most grieving people agree that it takes at least two years to start
feeling like they have established workable new routines and a new identity without the
deceased person. Many of the tasks of the second year have to do with re-assessing
goals, discovering a new identity, and creating a different lifestyle.



Helpful Hints on the RigJ)ts to Grieve

'While it is helpful to reach out to others as you grieve, you need not feel obligated to accept the

unhelpful responses you may receive from some people. You are the one who is grieving, and no one

may take that right away from you.

The following list is intended to help you heal and to help you decide how others can and cannot help.

1. You have the right to experience you own grief
No one else will grieve in exactly the same way you do. So, when you tum to others for help, it

is not necessary for them to tell you what you should or should not be feeling.

2. You have the right to talk about your grief
Talking about your grief will help you heal. Seek out others who will allow you to talk as much

as you want, as often as you want, about your grief.

3. You have the right to flel a multitude of emotions.
Confusion, disorientation, fear, guilt arid relief are just a few of the emotions you might feel as

part of your grief journey.

4. You have the right to be tolerant of your physical and emotional limits.
Your feelings of loss and sadness will probably leave you feeling fatigued. Respect what your

mind and body are telling you. Get daily rest. Eat balanced meals. And don't allow' others to

push you into doing things you don't feel ready to do.

5. You have the right to experh;nce grief "attacks. "
Sometimes, out of nowhere, a powerful surge of grief may overcome you. This can be

frightening, but it is nonnal and natural.

6. You have the right to make use of ritual.
The funeral ritual does more than acknowledge the death of someone loved. It helps provide you

with the support of caring people.

7. You have the right to embrace your spirituality.
If faith is a part of your life, express it inways that seem appropriate to you. Allow yourself to be

around people who understand and support your religious beliefs.

8. You have the right to searchfor meaning.
You may find yourself asking, "Why did he or she die? Why this way? Why now?" Some of

your questions may have answers, but some may not. Watch out for the cliched responses some

people may give you. Comments like, "It was God's will" or "Think of what you have to be

thankful for" are not helpful and you do not have to accept them.

9. You have the right to treasure your memories.
Memories are one of the best legacies that exist after the death of someone you love. You will

always remember and it helps to find others with whom you can share your memories.

10. You have the right to move toward your grief and heal.
Reconciling your grief will not happen quickly. Remember, grief is a process, not an event. Be

patient and tolerant with yourself Always remember that the death of someone loved changes

your life forever.



Six Helpful Things To Do When You've Had a Loss

., Think about your loss. Relive experiences in your thoughts. Allow the details 3....'1dthe
emotions that come with them to be fully expressed. Explore memories as they come up. Trust
that your system is bringing up these thoughts as part of your healing process. The repetition of
painful memories helps flush out the strong emotions attached to them.

Talk about your loss. There is much release in talking about your losses. You may need
to tell the same storiescover'and over as part of your healing. You may need to talk about your
losses for a long time but wonder if anyone wants to hear about it anymore, Support groups are a
place where you will always have the opportunity to be heard.

'Vrite about your loss. Keeping a journal isn't for everyone, but it can be a powerful
tool for healing. Writing about feelings and events can help you to focus and identify emotions.
Words can constructively channel fear and pain and can create a record of your progress. There
are some good books available on keeping a journal if you are unsure of how to start .

• Cry about your loss. Tears can relieve a lot of pressure. Learn to trust your body's needs
to cry or not to cry. There will be both wet spells and dry spells while you are grieving.
Individuals use tears differently so respect you own relationship to tears. Be sure that you aren't
telling yourself thattearsc'mean that your are weak or out of controL

• Make space for your loss. Sometimes people lose their routines when someone dies and
may feel that they have too much unstructured time in which to grieve. Others are so busy that
they need to create quiet moments in which to work with their feelingsc Sometimes you need a
down day just to sit with your loss. Other days you may feel the need to be as busy as possible.
Respecting your needs for healing time and creating opportunities to grieve is important.

Take care of your health after your loss. Do your best to get adequate food and rest. If
you're due for a physical or have put oft some health screening or follow:.up, make an
appointment. Exercise can release a surprising amount of tension, anger and frustration. Try to
get out of doors in the fresh air.



Grief and Loss: Suggestions
Give yourself permission to release any feelings of grief you may have.

You have the right to express in safe ways your feelings about the loss of anything important to
you without being judged for your appearance or your words.

If you are holding your feelings of grief inside, learn to recognize any barriers that may be
blocking your grief. Some bmTiers to grief may come from within you. These might include:

• Fear that others will judge you as weak
$ Fear that you, or others around you, will be overwhelmed by your feelings ("If I start

crying, I'm afraid I'llnever stop.")
.. Thinking that some ofthe feelings and reactions of grief - such as anger or crying - are

not appropriate to express
.. Thinking that your loss seems trivial

Other bcllTiersto grief may come from others' comments or actions. Some people may try to
comfort you or avoid your feelings of grief by saying:

• "Don't cry. Everything is going to be just fine."
• "Look on the bright side. At least you have "
• "You have been a tower of strength. Idon't know how you've done it!"

If your grief is blocked, you can remind yourself that:

.. Grief is "anonnal healthY pIDcess.
• Holding feelings inside makes them grow stronger and last longer.
• Releasing feelings reduces the fear and pain of grief.
• Feelings are just feelings - they are neither right nor wrong.
• Grief is a sign of the strength you have for living your life fully and well.

You do not need to reject people who are trying to comfort you. You can tum to other ways of
safely sorting out and releasing your feelings.

Explore a variety of ways to release your feelings.

There are many safe things you can do to release your feelings. You can;

• Tell your story of grief and loss several times to someone you trust, someone who listens
to you without judgment. Each time you tell your story of loss, you release the feelings of
grief associated with it.

• Express your feelings through a creative outlet you enjoy, such as music or mi. Try
banging on a piano, drumming or scribbling with crayons,

.. Have a good cry or, alternatively, a good, deep belly laugh. Watching a sad or funny
movie that you enjoy can help trigger your tears or laughter.

, Find a safe place to yell or scream.
" Find a physical outlet, such as hitting pillows, going to a baseball batting cage or a golf

driving range.
,. Write down your thoughts and feelings in ajoumal.



Grieving a Loss

Grief may be experienced in response to physical losses, such as death, or in response to

symbolic or social losses such as divorce or loss of a job. The grief experience can be affected

by one's history and support system. Taking care of yourself and accessing the support of friends

and family can help you cope with your grief experience.

There is no right way to grieve. It is an individual process and a natural part of life. Life won't be
the same after a loss, but experiencing your grief will allow you to adjust to life after loss.

Grief lasts as long as it takes to adjust to the changes in your life after your loss. It can be for
months, or even years. Grief has no timetable; thoughts, emotions, behaviors and other responses

may corne and go.

What is Grief?

Grief is the normal and natural response to the loss of someone or something important to you. It
is a natural part of life. Grief is a typical reaction to death, divorce, job loss, a move away from

family and friends, or loss of good health due to illness.

Grief reactions may include ...

• Feeling empty and numb, as if you are in a state of shock

• Physical responses such as nausea, trouble breathing, crying, confusion, lack of energy,

dry mouth, or changes in sleeping and eating patterns

• Anger-at a situation, a person or in general

• Guilt about what you did or did not do

• Withdrawal from family, friends and common activities

• Difficulty focusing, working or making decisions

• Questions about faith or spirituality; challenges to the meaning, value and purpose you

find in life

Grief lasts as long as it takes to adjust to the changes in your life after your loss. This can be for

months, or even years. Grief has no timetable; thoughts, emotions, behaviors and other responses

may come and go.

What Does Grief Feel Like?

Following a death or loss, you may feel empty and numb, as if you are in shock. You may notice

physical changes such as trembling, nausea, trouble breathing, muscle weakness, dry mouth, or

trouble sleeping and eating.

Feelings of deep sadness and sorrow are common in grief These and other feelings and thoughts

are common. Often, people find themselves engaging in behaviors that are different or unusual,

or thinking in ways that are unfamiliar and disturbing. Finding their beliefs challenged in grief,

many people experience a kind of "spiritual crisis" following loss.



You may become angry - at a situation, a particular person, or just angry in general. Guilt is a
common response which may be easier to accept and overcome by looking at the experience in
terms of "regret." When we think: "I regret I was not in the room when he died" or "I regret I
was not able to speak more openly about dying" it is less critical than "I feel guilty about my
behavior."

People in grief may have strange or disturbing dreams, be absent-minded, withdraw socially, or
lack the desire to participate in activities that used to be enjoyable. While these feelings and
behaviors are normal during grief, they will pass.

In general, grief makes room for a lot of thoughts, behaviors, feelings and beliefs that might be
considered abnormal or unusual at other times. Following significant loss, however, most of
these components of grief are, in fact, quite normal.

How Long Does Grief Last?

Grief lasts as long as it lasts. Although this statement may not seem helpful to you, it is true. It is
different for each person. It is important to realize that, while grief and its intensity will subside,
most find that it is replaced with a "sweet sadness" that comes at times of remembrance. This is
simply the acknowledgement that significant loss has occurred. That the loss, and the person who
is gone, matters and affects our lives.

There are many factors that affect how long a person grieves, including age, maturity,
personality, physical and mental health, coping style, culture, spiritual and religious background,
family background, other stressors and life experiences. The time spent grieving may also
depend on how prepared a person was before the loss was experienced.

How "ViIII Know When I'm Done Grieving?

After a significant loss, you may be consumed and overwhelmed by the grief reactions you are
experiencing. In time, as the reality of the loss sinks in, and all the changes as a result of the loss
have been experienced, you willleam to adjust to living with your loss. Eventually, even after
significant loss, you will realize you are grieving less as you discover renewed energy in living.
You will become less consumed by the impact of the loss and begin to draw comfort rather than
pain from the memories. In a sense, you are never "finished grieving." With a significant loss,
there will always be moments when you will remember the loss, and perhaps you experience
some of the feelings of grief, as in the times of "sweet sadness" mentioned above. Fortunately,
the time period between these surges will lengthen considerably as you learn how to cope with
your loss.

Types of Grief and Loss

Anticipatory Mourning

When a person or family is expecting death, it is normal to begin to anticipate how one will react
and cope when that person eventually dies. Many family members will try to envision their life



without that person and mentally play out possible scenarios, which may include grief reactions
and ways they will mourn and adjust after the death.

Anticipatory mourning includes feelings of loss, concern for the dying person, balancing
conflicting demands and preparing for death. Anticipatory mourning is a natural process that
enables the family more time to slowly prepare for the reality of the loss. People are often able to
complete unfinished "business" with the dying person (for example, saying "good-bye," "r love
you," or "r forgive you").

Sudden Loss

Grief experienced after a sudden, unexpected death is different from anticipatory mourning.
Sudden, unexpected loss may exceed the coping abilities of a person, which often results in
feelings of being overwhelmed and/or unable to function. Even though one may be able to
acknowledge that loss has occurred, the full impact of loss may take much longer to fully
comprehend than in the case of an expected loss.

Complicated Grief

There are times when grief does not progress as expected; the intensity and duration of grief is
prolonged and dramatically interferes with a person's ability to function. Symptoms of
depression and anxiety may be prevalent and prolonged. Thoughts, feelings, behaviors and
reactions may seem to persist over long periods of time with little change or improvement. In
these situations, it is important to seek help from a qualified professional who can assess your
individual situation and make recommendations that will help. It is important to seek help;
complicated grief does not subside on its own.
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